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Subject Area Committee Name : Biology 

Outcome Being Assessed (Cultural Awareness/Literacy, Critical Thinking, 

Quantitative Literacy, or Written Communication): Quantitative Literacy  

Contact Person:  

Name e-mail 

Annie Crater 

Marilyn Thomas 

annie.crater@pcc.edu 

marilyn.thomas@pcc.edu 

 

Narrative 
 
1. Why did your SAC choose to participate in All-In this year?   
We are “closing the loop” on last year’s assessment which was also an “all-in” participation. 

 
2. What does your SAC hope to learn from the project?  
We have the same goals as the previous academic year: 

1. To learn to design and utilize better assessment tools. 

2. To quantify our students’ ability to use quantitative reasoning. 

In addition to one new goal: 

1. To “close the loop” on last year’s assessment. 

 
3. Have you lined up one or more faculty from your SAC to attend an 

assignment design workshop later this fall?  
Ben Simon will be attending the assignment design workshop. 
 
4. How will your SAC train the participating All-In faculty who don’t attend the 

assignment design workshop? 
All participating faculty will receive instructions with the assignment via email from the 
assignment designer. 
 
5. Participating SACs must plan their own norming and scoring of art ifacts in 

the spring, summer or early fall. How will your SAC approach this?  
Due to PCC’s decision not to fund part-time faculty for norming and scoring of artifacts, the 

Biology SAC has unanimously voted to perform norming and scoring of all artifacts during 

SAC meetings.   

 
6. What are your SAC’s plans for the data when it becomes available next fall?  

How do you hope to use the information to improve student learning?  
Data from this project will be used in-house to determine if our students are developing 

quantitative literacy skills.  We plan on evaluating whether or not our students’ ability to use 

quantitative reasoning improves over the courses (Bi 112 – Bi 233).  In addition, we plan on 

deciding whether or not to use a common, embedded assignment for these two courses. 
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7. In which courses (e.g., SOC 204,  SOC 232) will artifacts be collected? (List all 
applicable courses.)  

Bi 112 and Bi 233 

 
8. How many sections will participate in each course listed above?  
All sections of Bi 112 and Bi 233 will participate during winter term 2018. 

 
 
9. What process is in place to gather artifacts from the courses you have 

chosen? 
 

 All instructors teaching the course(s) from which artifacts are gathered will 
contribute artifacts. 

 A representative sample  of instructors in terms of full/part-time status 
and in-person / distance learning modality will contribute artifacts.  

 A voluntary group of instructors will contribute artifacts.  
 
(Note that volunteer sample groups inherently introduce bias to the process.  Sometimes 
they are unavoidable, however, depending on the degree of instructor involvement in the 
assessment process within a given SAC.)   
 

 

 
End of Planning Section! Complete the next portion in the spring of 2018 
after assessments have occurred. 
 
10. How did your SAC determine which instructors were going to participate in All-In? 
All instructors that taught BI 112 and BI 233 were asked to participate. 
 
11. What type(s) of assignments are the artifacts? (E.g., a 3-page minimum paper for all but 

Quantitative Literacy), exam, project, or other. Note that team projects are not eligible.)  
The assignment consisted of short answer and essay questions. Many instructors used 
the assignment for extra credit. 
   
12. Did faculty use a shared, common assignment , or did assignments vary?  
Faculty used a shared, unembedded common assignment. 
 
13. Please provide a description of your SAC’s process for ensuring that the 

assignment was likely to elicit evidence of student attainment for a majority 
of the selected VALUE rubric’s elements.  

Troy Jesse and Ben Simon both attended assignment design workshops. After using the 
initial assessment tool, it was concluded that the assignment did not adequately reflect 
the VALUE rubric and was modified for the reassessment. 
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14. Tell us how your SAC-sponsored assignment design workshop and norming 

session workshop went.  
The SAC did not design the assignment as a body. A small ad hoc committee created the 
assignments which were then shared with the SAC. 
 
The norming sessions for both assessments went well, and the BI SAC was able to norm for all criteria 
on the rubric in those morning sessions. 
 
There are several takeaways from our norming sessions. 

1) The VALUE LEAP rubric did not necessarily fit those parameters we deem important for our 
courses.  

2) The wording of the rubric can be ambiguous, disagreement and misinterpretation can happen 
easily. 

3) There are instructors who will require training for scoring future assessments. 
4) A new rubric will be useful in future assessments. 

 

Reminder! All-In is a two-year commitment.  
 
Next year (2018-19), your SAC will need to analyze the results of this year’s 
assessment and report your findings.  
 

 

 


